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RECOMMENDED ACTION OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
 
 Approve SDSU’s Preliminary Facility Statement to plan for construction of a new 
Architecture, Mathematics, and Engineering Building at an estimated cost of $17,082,800.  
Approval of this request will allow SDSU to move forward with this project’s Facility Program 
Plan. Funding for this project will come from HEFF bond funds intended to be issued in calendar 
year 2014 or 2020 along with private funds. If approved, the Board President should appoint a 
building committee to oversee the development of the project. 

SOUTH DAKOTA BOARD OF REGENTS 
 

Committee on Budget and Finance 
 

AGENDA ITEM: III – D           
 

DATE:  March 28-29, 2012 
 

****************************************************************************** 
 
SUBJECT: SDSU Architecture, Mathematics & Engineering Building   
 Preliminary Facility Statement   
 
 South Dakota State University requests approval of their Preliminary Facility Statement 
to begin planning for the construction of a new building that would accommodate the 
Architecture Department, the Mathematics and Statistics Department, and a portion of the 
Engineering Technology Management (engineering shops) and Mechanical Engineering 
Departments. The estimated construction cost for this project is $17,082,800. This project was 
approved by the 2012 Legislative session as part of HB1051.  
 
 Construction of a new building will address program and space needs for the departments 
identified above. Since the Department of Architecture has a new professional degree program 
including a six-year professional Masters of Architecture degree, more space is required to fit 
these needs for both students and faculty. The Mathematics and Statistics Department provides 
educational support for all curriculums. The department is currently assigned to office space in 
Harding Hall with classroom space scattered across campus. 
 
 Additionally, the Engineering Technology Management and Mechanical Engineering 
Departments currently house various machine shop functions in Solberg Annex as well as a 
storage building on the northwest section of campus. A new facility would be able to support 
modern Computer Numerical Control (CNC) fabrication, laser welding and cutting equipment, 
and other equipment that should be available for student instruction. 
 
 The new building would be constructed adjacent to and east of Solberg Hall and may 
even exist as an addition to Solberg Hall. Solberg Annex and Industrial Arts buildings would 
need to be demolished to allow for construction. 
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 Additional details of this project can be found in SDSU’s attached Preliminary Facility 
Statement document.  Approval of this project will allow SDSU to move forward with the 
planning stages of this project and preparation of their Facility Program Plan for the Board.  
Funding for this project will come from HEFF funds and private gifts. Of the total $17,082,800, 
$10,000,000 will come from HEFF bonds and $7,082,800 from private gifts. The intent is to 
issue HEFF bonds in calendar year 2014 or 2020. 
 
 If approved, the Board President should appoint a building committee to oversee the 
development of the project and allow SDSU to hire an A/E firm to assist with the design 
planning and cost estimates.   
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PRELIMINARY FACILITY STATEMENT 
 FOR 
 
 ARCHITECTURE, MATHEMATICS & ENGINEERING BUILDING 
 SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY 
 

DATE:  November 18, 2011  
 
SDSU requests approval of this Preliminary Facility Statement to complete 
planning of a new building that will accommodate the Architecture Department, 
the Mathematics & Statistics Department, and a portion of the Engineering 
Technology Management (engineering shops) and Mechanical Engineering 
Departments.  We request appointment of a building committee.  We request 
design consultants be retained to provide architectural programming services, a 
preliminary design, and cost estimate of the new facility.   
 
A.  GENERAL PROGRAMMATIC NEEDS TO BE ADDRESSED:   
This project will address program and space needs for four departments.  The 
Department of Architecture (DoArch) at SDSU is a new professional degree program 
which accepted its first students in the fall semester 2010 and is the only program of 
architecture in the state of South Dakota.  The program will provide a six-year 
professional Masters of Architecture degree.  The accreditation process for the program 
has started and the report from summer 2011 identifies no problems at this point.  As 
the program develops, there will be specific facilities needs for both students and 
faculty, including studio spaces, shops, a library, advising areas, offices, etc.  Currently 
the Department utilizes space in Solberg Annex and in the Intramural Building (space 
used as interim space for the Pharmacy College when the Avera Health and Science 
Center was under construction).  As students matriculate through the program, SDSU is 
programming space in DePuy Military Hall for required studio space in 2012.  This 
project should address the specific, current, and space needs of the department for 
approximately 10 years.   
 
The Mathematics & Statistics Department is a basic science that provides educational 
support for all curriculums across the University and provides fundamental educational 
courses required of every student.  Faculty also conduct research and research support 
in areas of bioinformatics, biostatistics, decision support statistics, and decision support 
mathematics. The department is assigned office space in Harding Hall.  Classroom 
space is used throughout campus for mathematics education but only a very limited 
amount of this space is constructed to provide appropriate support for the Active 
Learning Cloud Classroom, a modernized learning environment for engineering 
mathematics education.  The new building will provide permanent space for the 
Department and all of its specialized education space in one consolidated location.   
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The Engineering Technology Management and Mechanical Engineering Departments 
include class labs and resources to demonstrate and model the practical 
implementation of engineering sciences.   A variety of equipment is available for student 
projects for welding, foundry operations, machine testing, control testing, machine 
assembly, metal fabrication, model building, and machine design that are housed in a 
machine shop environment.  These functions are currently housed in Solberg Annex 
and a storage building in the northwest corner of campus.  This facility is unable to 
support modern CNC fabrication, laser welding and cutting equipment, and other pieces 
of equipment that should be modeled or available for student instruction.   
 
B. ANALYSIS OF THE STUDENT BODY OR CONSTITUENTS TO BE SERVED:   
All students who are served and faculty who provide educational services through the 
Departments of Mathematics & Statistics, Architecture, Mechanical Engineering, and 
Engineering Technology & Management will benefit from this project.  In the case of the 
Mathematics & Statistics Department, this includes all undergraduate students and 
many graduate students of the University.   
 
C.  ADDITIONAL SERVICES TO BE OFFERED:   
Additional educational services related to the Active Learning Cloud classrooms will be 
available in the new building.  The proximity of the new building to construction 
management classrooms will provide opportunities for collaboration of the Department 
of Architecture and the Engineering Management and Technology programs.   
 
D.  COMPLIANCE WITH CAMPUS MASTER PLAN:   
This project is consistent with the objective to group land uses into functional districts 
identified in the Millennium Master Plan.   It also is consistent with both the 2025 Facility 
Master Plan and Millennium Master Plan.  It will provide an infill opportunity in the 
academic core of the campus and aid in creating a pedestrian walking campus.  Other 
work is planned to further the goal of creating a pedestrian walking campus.  
Administration Lane and Rotunda Lane may be removed with this project.  The parking 
areas served by Rotunda Lane will be removed or access modified as a part of the 
project.   
 
E.  ANALYSIS OF NEEDS ASSESSMENT BASED ON THE FACILITIES UTILIZATION REPORT:   
Architectural Department Needs: 
The NAAB (National Architectural Accrediting Board, Inc.) statement on facilities (from 
the 2009 Conditions for Accreditation) requires facilities resources that promote student 
learning and achievement in a professional degree program in architecture. This 
includes, but is not limited to the following: 
• Space to support and encourage studio-based learning. 
• Space to support and encourage didactic and interactive learning. 
• Space to support and encourage the full range of faculty roles and responsibilities 
including preparation for teaching, research, mentoring, and student advising. 
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The professional curriculum is contained within the final 3 1/2 years of a 6 year 
program.  A non-professional degree is earned following completion of the first four 
years.  SDSU students who will successfully complete the non-professional degree 
requirements may be accepted into the professional degree program (the final two 
years).  Students from other curricula or universities with non-professional degrees may 
be accepted into professional degree program, but will be required to complete the full 
professional curriculum (3 1/2 years) to complete the professional Masters of 
Architecture degree.  The Architecture, Mathematics & Engineering building would 
realize these objectives with a new permanent building in lieu of interim and retrofitted 
facilities in multiple buildings on the campus.   
 
Mathematics & Statistics:  
Both enrollment and research have grown in the last 7 years, resulting in a change from 
28 (teaching faculty, research faculty, and post-doc adjuncts) to 37.  Graduate 
assistants have doubled from 12 to 24.  The Department also offers a PhD in 
Computational Science and Statistics.  Projected trends in enrollment growth and 
research growth indicate that we will have a further increase of 7 additional faculty and 
12 additional graduate students by 2020.  This building would be planned to 
accommodate the current and expected future growth of the department. 
 
Changes in mathematics education are being implemented, to initiate the Active 
Learning Cloud Classrooms.  These changes in instructional methods are not supported 
by the traditional desk and classroom setup.  A different learning environment is 
required, incorporating individualized student supported learning, tables where 
collaboration can occur, and large internet wireless bandwidth.  The new building could 
be constructed with classrooms supporting this learning environment, and provide 
excellent proximity for faculty and grad student support of this learning environment.   
 
Engineering Technology Management & Mechanical Engineering:  
Modern replacement space for the engineering shops is desired to replace the 
antiquated facilities of Solberg Annex.  The new spaces can be programmed and 
constructed to support current and future shop equipment that cannot be 
accommodated in Solberg Annex.  One particular educational class lab would benefit 
from adjacency to these shop resources.  The Mechanical Engineering Capstone 
(Senior) Design Lab is currently located in a storage building on the northwest corner of 
campus.  It was relocated to this building when the Heat Power Lab was demolished to 
provide a site for the Avera Health and Science Center and the Central Chiller Plant.  
This current location was a source of criticism during the most recent accreditation 
process.  To relocate this class lab proximate to the primary Engineering College 
facilities and in close proximity to the engineering shops would be a desirable solution to 
this criticism.   
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F.  LOCATION:   
The project will be constructed adjacent to and east of Solberg Hall.  The building will 
occupy the site that includes Solberg Annex, Industrial Arts, and the parking areas 
adjacent to these buildings.  Solberg Annex and Industrial Arts buildings will be 
demolished before construction of this project.  Solberg Hall will be retained.  This new 
building is likely to become an addition to Solberg Hall.    
 
G.  REALLOCATION OF OLD SPACE, IF ANY:   
This project will replace antiquated, interim facilities, and poorly functioning facilities with 
new space programmed for current and continued use.  Antiquated facilities that are 
currently serving the affected departments include Solberg Annex, Harding Hall, the 
Intramural Building, and DePuy Military Hall. 
 
The Department of Architecture utilizes space in the Intramural Building at this time 
(former interim space of the Pharmacy College).  As students matriculate into the 
professional degree program, individual dedicated design studio space will be required 
for each student year.  The University is working to provide interim studio space for 
these needs, and is considering reassignment of the drill floor of DePuy Military Hall (an 
option under consideration) for these space needs.  The Intramural Building will be 
reassigned at the conclusion of the project and interim studio space will be returned to 
its current function.   
 
The buildings and spaces utilized by the Mathematics & Statistics Department will be 
reassigned upon completion of the project.  The department occupies a significant 
portion of Harding Hall.  This building was originally built as a dormitory, so rooms are 
adequate primarily as office spaces.  If necessary the available space in Harding Hall 
will be reassigned to accommodate office needs throughout the University, as the 
building will not be solely used for the Engineering College.  Otherwise, the building will 
be demolished.   
 
Solberg Annex will be demolished and replaced by the proposed building.  Solberg 
Annex currently is utilized by the Engineering Shops, Mechanical Engineering, and 
Electrical Engineering.  The new building will provide replacement space for the 
Engineering Shops and Mechanical Engineering functions currently in Solberg Annex.  
These programs will be provided temporary space as needed during construction of the 
project.  Electrical Engineering programs (primarily the Materials Science and Testing 
Labs) are being relocated in stages to the Electrical Engineering and Computer Science 
building.      
 
The Industrial Arts building provides space for three dimensional art classes offered by 
the Graphic Arts department.  This building will be demolished at the beginning of 
construction for the Architecture, Mathematics, and Engineering Building.  These 
classes will be moved in the interim to the new Headhouse & Greenhouses on the north 
edge of the campus.   
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H.  PROPOSED FUNDING SOURCE/SOURCES:   
The project would be funded from a combination of Higher Education Facility Funds and 
private gifts.  Full project costs have been estimated as $17,082,800.  Of this 
$10,000,000 will be from HEFF and $7,082,800 will be from private gifts.      

 
I.  BUDGET FOR DEVELOPMENT OF A FACILITY PROGRAM PLAN:   
We estimate architectural programming and preliminary design services will cost 
approximately $120,000.  This will provide adequate information to determine the scope 
of the project, develop a design for the building, and estimate the project costs.  We 
also expect to develop materials that can be utilized for fund raising and explanation of 
the project.   
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